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Abstract: Differential equation has an important role in the study of Mathematics. Many of the general laws of nature in physics, 
Chemistry, Biology and Astronomy can be expressed in the language of differential equations. Also, this theory has many applications 
in Geometry, Economics, and Mechanics etc., 
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Introduction 
Definition: An equation involving derivatives of one (or) more dependent Variables with respect to one (or) more independent 
variables are called a differential equation. 
 
E.g.: i)  = 2x+3y     ii) x ²

²
 +7=0 

 
Types of differential equation:   1.Ordinary differential equation 
     2. Partial differential equation 
 
1. Ordinary differential equation: A differential equation is said to be ordinary.   If the derivatives in the equation are ordinary 
derivatives. 
 
  E.g.: i)  = 3x-2y  ii) 2x ²

²
 - x  +3=0 

  The general form is, 
F (x, y,  , ²

²
 , ………... ⁿ

ⁿ
 ) 

 
2. Partial differential equation: A differential equation is said to be partial if   the   derivatives in the equation have reference to two 
(or) more independent Variables. 
 
E.g.: i) x  + y  =2u       ii) x²  + (y+z)  + (3x-y²+z)  = 5u 
 
Order of a differential equation: The order of the highest derivative involved   in an ordinary differential equation is called the order 
of the differential equation. 
 
E.g.: i) The order of x ( )²+7y=0 is 1. 
 
Degree of a differential equation: The degree of a differential equation is the highest degree of the highest derivative which occurs in 
it. After the differential equation has been made free from radicals and fractions as far as the derivatives are concerned. 
 
 Let f(x, y, yˈ, y ̎……yⁿ) =0 be a differential equation of order n which is free from radicals and fractions as far as the 
derivatives are concerned. If the given differential equation is a polynomial in y(n), then the highest degree of y(n) is defined as the 
degree of the differential equation ( )². 
 

E.g.: y= x  + 1 + ( )² 

 
        The given differential equation can be written as, 
(y-x ) ² = 1+ ( ²

²
) ⇒ (1-x²) ( ²

²
) +2xy + (1-y²) =0 
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This is a differential equation of order 1.the highest degree of  is 2. Hence the degree of the above differential equation is 2. 
 
Practical approach to differential equation: Differential equations are arising from many problems in oscillations of mechanicals 
and electrical systems, bending of beams conduction of heat, velocity of chemical reactions etc.., and as such play a very important 
role in all modern scientific and studies. 
 
Formation of a differential equation: In general, an ordinary differential equation is obtained by arbitrary constants c1, c2, c3, ……... cn 
from a relation like ∅(x, y, c1, c2, c3……...cn) =0 (or)from a physical problem. Consider  
 
 ∅(x, y, c1, c2,c3….cn) =0→1 where, c1,c2,c3…….cn are called arbitrary constants. 
 
Differentiation (1) successfully w.r.to x, n time and eliminating n arbitrary constants c1,c2,c3…….cn from the above n+1 equation. We 
obtain the differential equation from physical problems will be delta with under application later. 
 
Ex: Form the differential equation of simple harmonic motion given by  
    x=Acos (nt+∝) 
 
Sol: To eliminate the constants A and ∝ differentiation it twice. We have, 

 = -nAsin (nt+∝) 
 
And, 

²
²
 = -n²Acos (nt+∝) = -n²x 

 
Thus, 

²
²
 = -n²x 

 
Thus, 

²
²
+n²x=0 

 
Is the desired differential equation which states that the acceleration varies as the distance from the origin. 
 
Solution of a differential equation: Any relation between the dependent and independent variables not containing derivatives, which 
satisfies the given differential equation, is called a solution (or) integral of the differential equation. 
 
            For example, y = A cos x + B sin x is a solution of ²

²
 + y = 0 

 
General solution: A solution containing the number of independent arbitrary constants which is equal to the order of the differential 
equation is called the general solution (or) complete primitive of the equation. 
 
For example, 
                   Y = c1ex+c2e2x is the general solution of ²

²
 - 3  + 2y = 0, as it contains two independent arbitrary constants. 

 
Particular solution: A solution is obtained from the general solution of a differential equation giving particular values to the 
independent arbitrary constants is called particular solution. 
 
Ex: y ̎- 3yˈ + 2y = 0 are given by y = ex+2e2x, y = ex-2e2xetc..., 
 
Linear independent solution: Two solutions y1(x) and y2(x) of the differential equation.  ²

²
 + a1(x)  + a2(x)y = 0 are said to be 

linearly independent if c1y1+c2y2=0 such that c1=0 and c2=0. If c1 and c2 are not both zero, then the two solutions y1 and y2 are said to 
be linearly dependent. 
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Ex: Find the differential equation, whose set of independent solutions is [ex,xex] 
Sol: Let, the general solution of the required differential equation be y=c1ex+c2xex →(1) 
Differentiating w.r.to x 
 
       y1 = c1 ex+c2 (ex+xex) 
y - y1= c2 ex→(2) 
 
Again, differentiating w.r.to x, we obtain y1 – y2 = c2 ex →(3) 
Substitute 2 and 3, 
 
y-y1-(y1-y2) =0 (or)y-2y1+y2=0 
This is desired differential equation. 
 
Classification of differential equation: The mathematical formulation of many problems in science, engineering and economics 
gives rise to differential equations.For example the problem of motion of a satellite the flow of current in electric circuit, growth of a 
population the increase in population, the change in prices of commodities.    
 
Rate of Decay of Radio-Active Materials 
This law states that disintegration at any instant is proportional to the amount of material present. If u is the amount of materials at any 
time t, then  = - ku where k is a constant. 
Ex.: uranium disintegrates at a rate proportional to the amount then present at any instant. If m1 and m2 grams of uranium are present 
at times T1 and T2 respectively, find the half-life of uranium? 
Sol: Let, the mass of uranium at any time t be m grams. Then, the equation of disintegration of uranium is  = -μm, where μ is a 
constant integrating,  
 
 We get, ∫  = -μ∫ dt +c (or) log m = c-μt →(i) 
Initially, when t=0, m=M (say). So, that, c= log m 
μt = log M – log m → (ii) 
Also, when t = T1, m = M1 and when t = T2, m = M2 
From equation, we get, μT1 = log M – log M1 → (iii) 
 μT2 = log M – log M2 → (iv) 
Substitute equations, we get,  
μ(T2-T1) = log M1 – log M2 = log (M1/M2) 
Hence, μ =  ( / ) 

₂– ₁
. 

Let, the mass reduce to half its initial value in time T.  i.e.., when t=T, m=      from (ii), we get, 
μT = log M – log (M/2) = log 2 
T =  log 2 = –

 ( / )
. 

 
Conclusion: Hence, the application of differential equation dealing with “RATE OF DECAY OF RADIO-ACTIVE MATERIALS” 
has been done with the equation formula. The uranium disintegrates formula at a rate proportional to the amount then present at instant 
and derived half-life of uranium in differential equation. 
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